MEMORIAL DRIVE PAVING AND DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT

WORK PROGRESSION
April 01, 2016

Crew 3 will start working in Phase 1 – Step 1

Crew 1 will start working in Phase 7 – Step 1

Crew 2 will start working in Phase 4 – Step 1

Dairy Ashford intersection

Eldridge intersection

Kirkwood intersection
Eldridge intersection

Kirkwood intersection

STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED

May 01, 2016

Crew 2 will start working in Phase 4 - Step 1

Crew 3 will start working in Phase 1 - Step 1

Crew 1 will start working in Phase 7 - Step 1

TEMPORARY PAVEMENT

Dairy Ashford intersection

Eldridge intersection
June 01, 2016

Crew 1 will start working in Phase 7 – Step 1

Crew 2 will start working in Phase 4 – Step 1

Crew 3 will start working in Phase 1 – Step 1

Eldridge intersection

Dairy Ashford intersection

Kirkwood intersection
Oct 01, 2016

Eldridge intersection

Kirkwood intersection

Dairy Ashford intersection

WORK COMPLETED
STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED

Nov 01, 2016

Kirkwood intersection

Eldridge intersection
Mar 01, 2017
Apr 01, 2017
May 01, 2017

TEMPORARY PAVEMENT
STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED
TEMPORARY PAVEMENT
STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED

Jun 01, 2017
July 01, 2017

Eldridge intersection

Kirkwood intersection

Dairy Ashford intersection

TEMPORARY PAVEMENT
STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED
Aug 01, 2017

- Kirkwood intersection
- Dairy Ashford intersection
- Eldridge intersection

- TEMPORARY PAVEMENT
- STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
- SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
- WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
- PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
- SW/DW IN PROGRESS
- WORK COMPLETED
Eldridge intersection

Kirkwood intersection

STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED

Nov 01, 2017
Dec 01, 2017

TEMPORARY PAVEMENT

STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS

SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS

WATERLINE IN PROGRESS

PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS

SW/DW IN PROGRESS

WORK COMPLETED

Kirkwood intersection

Dairy Ashford intersection

Eldridge intersection
Feb 01, 2018

Kirkwood intersection

STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED

TEMPORARY PAVEMENT

Dairy Ashford intersection

Eldridge intersection
Mar 01, 2018

TEMPORARY PAVEMENT
STORM SEWER IN PROGRESS
SANITARY SEWER IN PROGRESS
WATERLINE IN PROGRESS
PAVEMENT IN PROGRESS
SW/DW IN PROGRESS
WORK COMPLETED

Kirkwood intersection
Dairy Ashford intersection
Eldridge intersection
Apr 01, 2018
July 16, 2018